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[Note: This is an author’s accepted manuscript for a forthcoming paper in Global 

Constitutionalism.] 

 

 International human rights law [IHRL] makes claims on actors within the international 

legal system and purports to be ‘normative’ in the action-guiding sense.1 Regardless of whether 

IHRL constitutes a ‘legal’ or objectively normative system, its purported normativity is clear. 

Human rights [HR] claims are demands for actions. IHRL requires that actors fulfill some claims 

to be in good normative standing within its system. Compliance with the system’s rules further 

establishes the system’s (at least) apparent normativity. Subjects view themselves as receiving 

normative guidance from the IHRL system and follow its demands: they are not merely 

motivated by IHRL but believe that it provides standards to which they should conform.2 This 

persists even when the ‘rights’ undergirding demands for action to be good international legal 

actors lack moral analogues whose violation is considered ethically ‘bad’ or ‘wrong.’ IHRL’s 

apparent normativity accordingly does not depend only on external moral norms. 

This insight is central to a leading view in contemporary philosophy of HR, the 

‘practical’ approach [PA].3 That approach (or, better, series of approaches as the basic tenets 

admit variety) is characterized first by a belief that analysis of legal (especially international) HR 

must attend to and analyze IHRL’s practice(s).4 Proponents are interested in the ways the IHRL 

system can be understood as providing normative guidance to actors within it.5 They then hold 

that IHRL’s nature and justification is best determined by attending to the role(s) its ‘rights’ play 

in its system of normative practices, not analogous moral rights outside it. Contrary to once-

dominant ‘orthodox’ approaches, IHRL practices can be justified even if they do not recognize 

and attempt to further specific moral rights.6 These tenets plausibly explain IHRL’s apparent 

normativity despite the controversial status of many of its recognized ‘rights’ in non-legal 

theories.7 This should favor PAs. A theory is better for being able to explain actions taken in its 

name. If PAs core claims are true, PAs can also secure other benefits for legal theory, including a 

means of analyzing IHRL without positing controversial connections between law and ethics.8 

Unfortunately, plausible PAs require a clear and compelling account of which practices 

qualify as human rights practices and many PAs adopt overly inclusive views on which practices 

are relevant to the question of what qualifies as an international HR. HR may be an ‘emergent 

practice,’9 but it must have at least core features to secure PAs’ potential benefits. It is difficult to 
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even assess whether ‘IHRL’ constitutes a normative domain severable from the moral one absent 

clarity on what constitutes IHRL’s practice. With few exceptions,10 existing accounts fail to 

address how the IHRL’s purported and apparent normativity rests on the way in which it 

operates as a law-like, if not legal, system with a doctrinal understanding of relevant norms. 

More expansive views of practice that look beyond doctrine and view things like non-

governmental organizations’ [NGOs] efforts as constitutive of HR norms are understandable but 

create more problems than they solve. Limited enforcement and rampant noncompliance raise 

questions about whether IHRL can operate as a legal system.11 NGO activities evidence its 

normativity, supporting accounts of practice that incorporate broader arrays of responsive 

activities. Yet non-doctrinal approaches elide distinctions between what HR are and how we 

should further them, leaving us unable to use practices to plausibly identify genuine responses. 

They either specify an implausibly large number of HR practices or must appeal to an 

independent moral standard to identify genuine HR, giving up on PAs’ most basic commitment.  

A variant in which ‘HR practices’ are strictly defined by legal doctrine remains 

underexamined. The possibility was quickly discarded in classic practical texts, which counted a 

broader range of responses to purported HR norms, ‘responsive activities,’ among relevant 

practices.12 But those who adopt PAs should recognize international HR’s claim to ‘legal’ 

normativity and look to doctrine for uniquely relevant practices for identifying HR.13 Such a 

‘doctrinal’ account can identify a plausibly circumspect, yet normative, domain of HR without 

appealing to external moral standards and an internal ‘morality’ of IHRL that allows one to judge 

the IHRL system and claims within it,14 maximizing PAs’ purported benefits. ‘Human rights’ 

identification should be institutionally-dependent, not responsiveness-dependent. The IHRL 

system’s own ‘legal’ institutions most appropriately and clearly specify HR therein. 

The following defends the doctrinal account by explaining how alternatives fail to fully 

secure PAs’ purported benefits or create larger issues. My argument is conditional: if PA is 

plausible, it is most plausible where it adopts a doctrinal view of practice. I thus conditionally 

adopt PA’s denial of strong claims about the necessary connection of law and morality. My 

arguments are thus unlikely to convince natural law theorists. I seek to examine the IHRL 

system’s status as a normative order and bases of normative action within it, not the ‘nature’ of 

law. My arguments can succeed iff the IHRL system operates as a normative system distinct 

from the moral one,15 but I am less interested in whether IHRL objectively provides reasons for 
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action in the sense of telling people what to do all-things-considered than in how IHRL purports 

to be normative and operates according to an internal logic indexed to standards for being a good 

actor within a system. While one can debate whether the IHRL system provides normative 

reasons to its actors in the all-things-considered sense, the same is true of other legal systems and 

other normative domains (e.g., etiquette, epistemology).16 If, as I argue, IHRL provides standards 

of compliance that people view as reason-giving, it as ‘normative’ as those domains. If the basis 

of the distinction between IHRL’s ‘normativity’ and moral normativity is law-like, claims that 

the rules of IHRL are not ‘real’ laws are less forceful, providing secondary contributions to 

related debates concerning international law’s ‘legal’ status and the nature of laws. Yet such 

findings will be incidental to my purpose: determining what could serve as ‘practice’ in a unique 

order capable of achieving PA’s purported/potential salutary ends. I contend that looking to 

positive international ‘law’ to identify HR provides the best alternative to moral views. 

Definitions/Limitations 

For present purposes, ‘practice’ refers to ‘a connected set of actions in which actors view 

themselves as subject to shared reasons.’ This definition serves the functions intended by PA 

advocates below (e.g., commitments to shared actions, normativity) without begging questions 

by adopting definitions loaded towards existing views or my alternative.17 ‘IHRL’ refers to the 

system of laws created by and authoritative within the U.N.-based legal order. The International 

Bill of Rights is my paradigm case, but other documents produced by U.N. organs are also 

representative.18 This definitions does not entail a stand on whether ‘IHRL’ properly-so-called 

also or only includes African, European, or Inter-American jurisprudence. I simply take U.N.-

based law as exemplary. Whether its ‘practice’ creates ‘real law’ is outside my scope of inquiry. 

These definitions raise related challenges that complicate, rather than undermine, my 

project. First, one may argue that ‘practice’ so-defined is at odds with its intended role in PAs. 

Second, one may argue that doctrinal IHRL lacks features necessary to meet any plausible 

definition of a practice: U.N.-based IHRL in particular is a mere collection of contractually-

endorsed rules, not a genuine ‘practice’ understood as observable patterns of behavior.19 

Complete doctrinal accounts must address these challenges in depth, but the present 

inquiry is important regardless of whether it is a PA properly so-called or whether U.N. law best 

exemplifies IHRL. It is admittedly difficult to define ‘practice’ in a way that avoids begging 

questions and yet identifies something that can fulfill the basic functions ‘practices’ purportedly 
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play in PAs. But my minimalist definition is at least neutral between competing PAs and I detail 

how doctrinal IHRL so-defined serves the intended functions of ‘practices’ in PAs below. If, in 

turn, my definition’s neutrality misses important aspects of ‘practice,’ my doctrinal position may 

not be a proper ‘PA’ but would still be a useful middle position between PAs and moral 

accounts.20 I admittedly differ from Charles Beitz and many other PA proponents in focusing on 

legal, rather political, phenomena.21 While other PAs also claim fundamental interests in 

‘legality,’ I am happy to be read as providing a ‘legal approach,’ rather than a PA, so long as one 

understands that I aim to present the best alternative to moral approaches and my concerns with 

extant PAs. Viewing me as a (largely-friendly) challenger to PAs creates little conceptual loss.22 

Regarding IHRL’s ability to fulfill any definition of a ‘practice,’ I argue below that IHRL 

establishes a normative order that at least serves the intended functions of a ‘practice.’ Empirical 

data suggests IHRL is a messy ‘practice’ even by its own normative standards.23 Yet IHRL 

provides standards that are distinct from and comparable with regional and domestic ones and 

actors view themselves as jointly bound by same. Its ‘normativity’ is observable even if (merely) 

contractual. If people then flout its standards, this is also true of other normative domains. 

Finally, I remain agnostic about whether the U.N.-based system best exemplifies IHRL.24 

U.N.-based law is just a good case study. It is the least controversial example of a genuinely 

‘international,’ rather than ‘regional’ or ‘transnational,’ system meant to promote HR through at 

least law-like rules. It is also one of the oldest candidate systems and produced a substantial 

amount of purported legal doctrine, responsive activities, and scholarship one can use to 

complete and evaluate HR theories. If the U.N.-based system can be fruitfully understood in 

isolation from other purported ‘IHRL’ systems, our case study can further discussion of whether 

there can be a unique IHRL system. If there is substantial overlap between the ‘laws’ of the 

U.N.-based and other candidate systems, the former may be representative. Examining use of 

‘human rights’ therein would then offer general insight into doctrinal views’ plausibility.25 Given 

comparative regional HR’s nascent status,26 determinative statements on potential overlap are 

premature. Yet even if these systems radically differ, the U.N.-based one remains an important, 

severable, closed domain of use of HR language. Comparing use in U.N.-based and regional 

systems can clarify what HR means as a transnational legal phenomenon. I thus cite works with 

different approaches to the relevant ‘practice’ and ‘doctrine’ below and examine how each 

addresses the present task but start by highlighting the prima facie normative U.N. system.  
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My methodology accordingly does not beg the question of whether my doctrinal PA is 

persuasive. U.N.-based IHRL is, from an implementation and interpretation perspective, 

admittedly less developed than regional HR law.27 Some even question whether the Vienna 

Convention on the Law of Treaties [VCLT], the widely-recognized source of a treaty-based 

system for public international law simpliciter, let alone IHRL, applies to IHRL.28 The latter 

statement is likely too strong, but E.U. law or some other system may provide a better source for 

a doctrinal view. My primary purpose here is to demonstrate how a doctrinal account could fit 

the basic desires of any theory of HR that rejects moral accounts. U.N.-based law is useful for 

this explanatory purpose despite its challenges. Analysis thereof vindicates doctrinal views. 

PAs’ Core Claims 

While PAs differ, plausible PAs must be consistent with the approaches’ central claims. 

The first is that HR are constituted by their role in practices.29 Beitz states that the system is a 

political project with “distinctive purposes, forms of action, and culture.”30 We should 

understand HR in light of their role in that unique normative system:31 the provision of what are 

at least taken to be reasons for actors within it.32 Theories must be “accountable” to that 

‘practice.’33 Other proponents similarly focus on practice.34 The second is that the rights’ 

justification does not depend on their correspondence to phenomena in other domains. Contra 

any ‘Mirroring View,’ legal rights need not ‘reflect’ moral ones.35 Whether they justifiably 

constrain action can be a function of the system itself.36 IHRL could be justified in a way that 

justifies its content or HR could be justified as requirements of an acceptable system. Beitz 

describes this using ‘reasons’: HR is a sui generis practice that can provide sui generis reasons 

for action.37 But the central point does not rely on reasons-based metaethics. The IHRL system at 

least purports to provide normative guidance to actors within it and may be justified in so doing.  

The third central claim is that the content of the class of HR is constrained by the role 

they are supposed to (presumably justifiably) play in the system. Rights’ discursive role defines 

the nature and explains the content of existing rights.38 It can also influence the content of legal 

rights.39 For instance, Beitz argues that whether HR actually provide reasons and what their 

content should be are separate questions from what they are but maintains the questions are 

related and an account of the nature of rights should constrain the content as the content must be 

suited to its expected political role.40 Per Beitz, any purported HR should thus establish a 

standard whose violation could plausibly warrant third-party (international) concern, if not 
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interference, in states’ exercise of their jurisdiction.41 Each claim should be evaluated in light of 

that role. Recognized rights should be interpreted in light of competing interpretations’ ability to 

provide plausible standards. Yet this is not the only available tack. Another model focused on 

HR’s doctrinal grounding in dignity in IHRL could judge every claim by asking whether it is 

plausibly connected to the protection of dignity in IHRL-bound states.42 The fourth, related claim 

is that HR can be evaluated in light of their intended role in a HR system. Something must fill 

that role and fit in the structure of larger normative practices, avoiding flat contradictions with 

existing practices’ content/justification, to qualify as a justifiable right in the system.43 

The Need to Identify Relevant ‘Practices’ 

Successful PAs should explain IHRL’s apparent normativity and allow analysis thereof 

without positing controversial connections between law and morality. The impetus for minimal 

theoretical commitments motivating PAs should also lead one to seek a PA that does not require 

resolution of debates about the nature and scope of moral rights. PAs must subscribe to a 

‘separation thesis’ holding that legal rights need not reflect moral ones and the legal domain need 

not reflect the moral one, which is inconsistent with the view that the justification for or content 

of international HR is necessarily moral. Yet saying that international rights need not correspond 

to or gain primary justification from moral rights is consistent with legal and moral rights 

connecting in other ways. Concepts like ‘rights’ can share features across domains. Ethical 

norms can even play strong roles in justifying international legal rights. Saying that an 

international right need not correspond to a moral right to same does not entail that the legal right 

cannot share features with or further moral rights.44 PAs’ underlying separation thesis, then, need 

not be a ‘strong’ thesis holding that legal and moral domains are wholly unconnected. Indeed, 

use of ‘rights’ language in IHRL should bear some resemblance to use in other domains. 

PAs’ weaker separation thesis holding that legal rights need not depend on moral rights 

allows HR to serve multiple purposes.45 Per Beitz, no justification for ‘rights’ applies to all 

seemingly normatively-salient international uses of ‘human rights.’46 Pluralistically-justified 

rights can then do various things: if they are not strictly designed to fulfill moral rights, they can 

help realize the ‘good’ and other moral phenomena. Being able to evaluate each claim 

individually, rather than justifying them all under one banner, creates a manageable subject for 

stakeholders. It is also functionally valuable and explains why difficulties identifying IHRL’s 

core feature that justifies its roster of rights need not undermine the system.47 Where leveraging 
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international HR and the IHRL system has fulfilled multiple ends, being able to justify the 

system despite non-correspondence between its ‘rights’ and moral ones at least appears valuable. 

These facts again help explain why IHRL actors view the IHRL as a source of normative 

guidance even absent a clear understanding of whether many international HR have moral 

analogues. IHRL’s apparent normativity may even be less mysterious on PAs: while IHRL can 

be accused of relying on undue moral universalism, the only moral universal that needs to exist 

to justify the IHRL system is a principle under which state parties should live up to their 

commitments. All states are signatories to at least one treaty recognizing international HR.48 

Viewing them as normatively bound to at least respect those rights is less contentious than 

viewing them as necessarily bound by universal norms instantiated in those laws simply by 

virtue of the laws’ moral necessity. PAs can avoid charges of undue moral universalism while 

explaining why states must follow the rules. The fact that states agreed to these rules then 

evidences buy-in thereto. While some sign treaties due to external pressures, the commitments 

retain normative force absent an account of the pressures’ offsetting normativity. 

Successful PAs will also provide a means of analyzing claims. While some PAs are 

criticized for failing to provide an external standard for evaluating HR practices,49 PAs need not 

be normatively inert. On classical PAs, practices can be judged for their consistency as a 

normative order.50 This helps identify the purpose(s) of the international legal order one can use 

to test its moral value. Emphasis on IHRL’s ‘internal morality’ is sometimes treated as an 

acknowledgement that the rights need not perfectly mirror existing ethical rights51 and 

sometimes as a call for attending to the systems’ claimed moral justifications on their own 

terms.52 Both approaches provide a means of judging claims and can justify change: if a 

recognized ‘right’ does not fulfill HR’s purported role in a system, it should be removed. 

Applying this framework requires identifying IHRL’s purpose(s), but this is possible. For 

instance, Patrick Macklem argues that international HR remedy ‘pathologies’ of a global system 

divided into nation-states, so valid claims should address identifiable pathologies, which he 

identifies.53 A right is thus justified iff it addresses a pathology. HR systems can then be 

evaluated for whether their purported justification/s is/are worth promoting. So, if remedying 

pathologies is not morally valuable, systems cannot be justified by their remedial abilities. 

Difficulties identifying moral rights to, for instance, health or a paid vacation cannot 

alone render international HR thereto implausible in PAs. IHRL recognizes both HR and can 
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justifiably do so absent corresponding moral rights with the same content.54 Yet those who find 

either implausible international HR need not accept their justification. One can examine the 

system to see whether recognition of such rights performs a necessary normative role therein.  

The right to health could, for instance, be necessary to fulfill the IHRL’s stated aim of 

preserving dignity: health-related entitlements can be necessary for dignity and appeals to dignity 

may help specify a plausible scope for a right to healthcare, if not a right to health.55 At least 

healthcare rights can thus be circumscribed enough to guide action within the system: states must 

secure entitlements necessary for a dignified existence and doctrinal decisions concerning the 

right should be evaluated in light of that goal. The right could also be justified to remedy the 

international legal system’s negative impacts on health.56 If either dignity or remedying 

injustices is sufficient to justify IHRL systems, one could plausibly justify the right to health and 

an international system that recognizes it. Making similar arguments for the right to a paid 

vacation is much more difficult, so PAs secure tools for critiquing recognized international HR. 

While PAs likely cannot justify systems that fulfill improper ends, then, they can avoid reductive 

claims that modern IHRL is unjustifiable because it recognizes implausibly bourgeois ‘rights.’57  

  These considerations can help evaluate new HR claims. For instance, LGBTIQ+ rights 

claims appeared before wide domestic or international legal recognition.58 PAs can evaluate 

those claims in light of whether recognition is necessary or warranted under IHRL’s ‘internal 

logic.’ While the sanguine may view that issue as doctrinally moot, the same tool can be used to 

evaluate other claims.59 For instance, international recognition of a right to water is incomplete 

despite strong advocacy.60 Attending to whether such a right is necessary for dignity or 

remedying injustice and whether appealing to HR norms can specify a right to water with 

plausible correlative duties is a valuable exercise even absent moral water rights. 

PAs cannot have these purported benefits without an adequate account of what qualifies 

as “practice.” Accounts of practice should specify international HR in a way that secures such 

benefits. A successful account should thus explain why a set of HR practices are plausibly 

normative without relying on moral rights for their justification and provide a means of 

identifying licit and illicit uses of ‘rights’-based language within the system that tracks basic 

understandings of when rights language is appropriate. HR practices should thus be plausibly 

justifiable as sources of normative guidance and licit use of rights language without relying on 

corresponding moral rights. The domain thereof will also provide data for identifying an ‘internal 
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morality’ that allows one to judge existing laws without collapsing into defences thereof or 

adopting even more implausible theses.61 It should accordingly be specifiable such that we can 

identify HR and judge new HR claims and attempts to realize same. The specified rights should 

be circumscribed enough to allow us to analyze them and avoid claims that PA is simply 

providing normative justification to all purported claims and defending the status quo. One 

should be able to distinguish genuine and purported HR practices and to use genuine HR 

practices that one identifies as a guide to analyzing the IHRL system and new HR claims.  

The Problem with ‘Practice’ in Many PAs 

 PAs often go beyond legal doctrine in their accounts of relevant practice(s) in ways that 

create problems for the general approach. For instance, while Beitz appeals to the need to 

account for ‘doctrine,’62 like the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and core international 

treaties,63 he later becomes skeptical about whether IHRL can provide an account of ‘human 

rights’: HR’s content cannot be fixed by IHRL sources, necessitating an account of practice that 

includes actual responses to international claims by foreign and non-governmental institutional 

actors.64 All responsive activities plausibly qualify. Allen Buchanan, in turn, stresses the need for 

a legally-sensitive PA,65 but similarly thinks doctrinal and institutional aspects of IHRL must be 

part of the relevant practice.66 Buchanan initially limits analysis to the UN-based IHRL, “the 

institutions that support it,” and some regional entities,67 “the heart of modern” practice.68 He 

also clearly considers IHRL documents as “the most important” conceptual-discursive 

component of the ‘practice.’69 Yet Buchanan elsewhere discusses ‘Practice’ “and” IHRL as 

distinct phenomena and appeals to NGOs and non-legal actors to specify what HR are.70 His 

‘practice’ then includes law, law creation processes, legal monitoring, etc. and acts by NGOS 

and domestic actors and courts.71 In each case, ‘practice’ goes beyond strict legal doctrine.  

While I understand the impetus to account for other phenomena, I propose that 

Buchanan’s ‘heart’ of HR practice should be the uniquely relevant domain of practice for 

identifying HR.72 Focusing on actual responses to HR claims as indicative of what could qualify 

as relevant practice makes sense. Practical theorists claim that IHRL is a normative order, but the 

claimed normativity often seems mysterious. Actual responses to HR law provide evidence that 

actors within the system view the system as providing them with reasons and act accordingly. 

This is a kind of normativity (if also an apparent one). Excluding responses by NGOs and other 

legally-relevant actors from the domain of practices that identify HR can seem odd if they also 
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evidence IHRL’s normativity. However, admitting responsive activities into the domain of 

practices one must address when identifying rights in the IHRL system comes at the expense of 

PAs’ ability to secure its purported benefits, creating more problems than it solves. 

Response-based views of practice elide distinctions between what HR are and what we 

do to realize them. For instance, even if NGO activities are ‘legal’ means of realizing HR, it is 

unclear why they should help identify those rights absent an account that identifies the rights and 

the means of realizing them. Such an identification cannot withstand scrutiny. The possibility of 

different answers to ‘What is a human right?’ and ‘How can we best implement it?’ alone 

suggests that broad accounts of practice actually discuss multiple, severable practices. Even if 

responsive activities provide best answer the latter question, identifying both is implausible.  

This issue is not just a function of HR practice being emergent. It stems from 

fundamental differences between elements of relevant domains. If practice includes all possible 

actions made in the name of international HR, interpretations by different actors are equally 

authoritative: actions taken pursuant to those interpretations speak to HR’s nature. Which acts 

properly define HR is difficult to articulate in a non-ad hoc manner absent a prior understanding 

of the ‘rights’ to which they are supposed to respond. Combining doctrinal and non-doctrinal 

accounts may best answer ‘How do we evaluate HR claims?’ all-things-considered. But those 

seeking to establish HR elements in a claim should appeal to doctrinally-recognized rights. 

Attempts to apply non-doctrinal accounts of practice raise other problems. Notably, the 

lack of a clear rule for determining what qualifies as a genuine responsive activity on such 

accounts risks broadening the relevant domain too widely, presenting a ‘too much normativity’ 

problem. Admitting all responsive activities implausibly provides all actions with some 

normative valence. On Beitz’s account, whereby ‘practice’ picks out things one should consider 

morally serious, all actions gain a moral valence. Such specifications of practice raise questions 

about whether we can identify ‘neutral’ HR. If all responses are of normative concern by 

definition and qualify as parts of ‘practice’ all theorists must address, it becomes very difficult to 

distinguish rights, rights we should care about morally, and rights the law should instantiate.73 

Buchanan is more circumspect in the institutional responses admitted into his ‘practice,’74 

but faces similar problems. Buchanan moves beyond his “core” and admits domestic entity and 

NGO actions. U.N.-based IHRL does not directly incorporate those actors into the domain of 

responsive activities that identify, rather than further, HR. Existing legal systems may not admit 
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everyone Buchanan seeks to include in the domain of actors who specify international HR. 

Another legal rule for defining constitutive practices must then capture the broader range of 

actions. It is unclear how we can identify one outside existing legal systems. Buchanan could 

avoid these concerns by focusing on his “core.” Yet granting that the core alone identifies rights 

within the system also grants that the doctrinal view has more merit than Buchanan will grant.75 

The existence of ‘too much’ normativity and failure to distinguish HR from actions taken 

in their names then admits an implausibly broad range of actions into the domain of HR 

practice(s). Beitz may be right to suggest that these activities provide the methods of IHRL 

implementation necessary for an active practice beyond mere words on a page.76 Yet if all 

activities taken pursuant to HR claims qualify as ‘practice,’ the category is problematically 

broad. Worries that PAs violate an ‘is-ought’ distinction are forceful when we admit all 

responses that ‘are’ into our discussion of what ‘should be.’ This creates too much normativity at 

a theoretical level. It also makes it difficult to distinguish genuine and purported HR claims and 

generates an implausible number of the former, violating normative and linguistic standards. 

Contentious and even problematic foreign policies and NGO activities are non-imaginary.  

Many actions taken in the name of HR and thus purporting to qualify as HR practices on 

responsive accounts are even morally worrisome.77 It is not merely the case that the work of 

LGBTIQ+ advocates plausibly qualifies as furthering HR prior to their legal implementation. 

Advocates for rights to a basic income and other controversial social policies may qualify. This 

makes it difficult to distinguish genuine and purported HR claims. It is difficult to say whether 

basic income is a HR absent an authority on the matter. More problematically, organizations 

seeking to further contrary ends can all qualify as HR actors so long as their claims engage in a 

network of related practices. One needs a principle that explains why advocates on differing 

sides of controversial issues, like female genital mutilation, do not each qualify as HR actors 

under the relevant framework. If opposing actors purport to be furthering rights and their ‘rights’ 

claims deny the other rights exist, rather than producing a ‘conflict of rights,’ some principle 

must identify who is making the valid rights claim. That principle is lacking where all activities 

made in the name of IHRL are HR activities. Many such responses then differ from legally-

recognized HR ‘practices’ in ways that challenge any search for a common internal morality.  

While IHRL recognizes contestable ‘rights’ and injustices in the name of IHRL are also 

non-imaginary,78 doctrine at least provides a clear means of identifying real HR, limiting 
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problematic cases, and there are ways of challenging decisions in the system. Separating HR and 

responses thereto also avoids making all problematic responses part of HR ‘practice.’ This alone 

provides reason to favour a doctrinal account of practice. Further reasons appear below. 

Practical theorists could avoid some concerns by appealing to justifiable responsive 

activities as the relevant ‘practice,’ as Beitz seems to do.79 Yet this gives up on the possibility of 

a non-moral account of ‘practice.’ HR cannot be justified by their role in a practice alone if we 

grant that a substantial number of actions therein are unjustified. Another moral phenomenon is 

necessary to distinguish purported and real ‘rights’ within it. HR then substantially relies on a 

pre-existing moral account of what a right can be. The concern is not that IHRL must be 

‘grounded’ in some moral right.80 That could be consistent with the weak separation thesis 

above. Rather, the concern is that identifying HR relies on a pre-existing moral account of what 

can be a right. It is at best difficult to see how this could be consistent with PAs’ central tenets. 

Even if one renders this view consistent with denying the Mirroring View, it seemingly abandons 

an equally fundamental aspect of PAs: the commitment to identifying and justifying (at least 

most) HR free from appeal to moral rights. If genuine responses must be identified using moral 

standards, practice as such seems irrelevant. External moral standards do the real work. 

Moreover, if all HR must be appropriate, ‘neutral’ or ‘bad’ HR practices seem mysterious.81 

Distinguishing a concept, when we should care about it, and when law should respond to it is 

important for conceptual clarity and normative guidance.82 Yet using strict moral criteria to 

identify HR begs key questions and leaves us unable to distinguish neutral or bad cases.  

Avoiding this charge by stating that what qualifies as ‘justifiable’ should be settled 

according to legal system’s own rules just grants the doctrinal approach’s plausibility.83 An 

‘inclusive positivist’ could, for instance, argue that responses identified as justificatory by the 

legal rules of the international community and treated as morally justified by that system can 

count as moral standards.84 Might this allow for appealing to non-doctrinal sources to identify 

HR without denying PA’s weak separation thesis? In short, no. Admitting moral standards in an 

inclusive positivist framework just accepts that IHRL’s rules determine what HR are. IHRL is a 

‘closed normative order’ with its own normative standards that do not rely on any external 

analogues.85 Inclusive and exclusive positivists disagree on the contours of doctrine and whether 

and when moral standards can be part of relevant doctrine, not the means of identifying 

normative guidance within the system. Where ‘inclusive’ approaches admit moral concerns into 
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interpretative calculi, they may identify different sets of rules that could undermine the sense in 

which doctrine selects a manageable subject. Yet this should not be assumed ex-ante and leaves 

my ‘doctrinalism’ no worse than alternatives. Indeed, those who wish to admit more actions into 

IHRL properly-so-called may find that inclusive positivism blunts concerns with doctrinal views. 

Non-doctrinal accounts of practice, then, either identify an implausibly large number of 

HR– even eliding distinctions between what they are and how we further them –or, somewhat 

paradoxically, simultaneously use moral claims to identify a practice while denying a necessary 

connection between morality and HR practice(s). Moving beyond IHRL doctrine and adding 

‘foreign policy and the actions of international institutions and NGOs’ or Buchanan’s range of 

institutional responses to the practice then risks eliminating the possibility of an external 

standard for evaluating claims. One cannot avoid these concerns by denying that the search for a 

unique domain of HR practices necessary for evaluating claims is useful. Any move above 

comes at the expense of international HR’s severability or normativity. Either (a) IHRL is not 

severable from other normative domains and IHRL and the rules within it fundamentally rely on 

moral standards, such that PAs’ central tenets do not hold, or (b) the IHRL system does not 

clearly provide reasons for action for those within it but only describes a class of actions. 

Descriptively, in turn, some actions purportedly taken pursuant to HR norms are not HR 

practices and external moral standards do not specify what qualifies as a HR or response thereto. 

IHRL’s own rules for what qualifies as normative better identify HR and genuine responses.  

Defending a Doctrinal Account 

 A doctrinal account of ‘practice’ better secures PAs’ purported benefits than views 

admitting a wider array of responsive activities. Doctrinal IHRL presents a closed, at least 

plausibly normative order that allows one to identify a suitably constrained number of HR that 

distinguishes genuine and purported cases and differences between HR and responses thereto. It 

thereby not only explains why IHRL appears to provide normative guidance to actors within it 

but does so in a way that explains the purported norms’ law-like nature and allows one to judge 

the IHRL system and actions within it for their conformity to that apparent normativity. 

 IHRL operates as a closed normative order that allows one to identify HR in a non-ad hoc 

manner and distinguish them from purported HR and responses thereto. IHRL’s interpretative 

tools provide shared procedures for articulating the content and purposes of international law to 

which all relevant actors have agreed. Actors within the system agree not only on some core 
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cases of ‘rights’ within the system but also on who gets to resolve conflicts. While H.L.A. Hart 

famously argued that international law lacks a clear rule of recognition and so is disanalogous to 

domestic law,86 the IHRL system at issue here at least has clear second-order rules for 

determining what qualifies as rights and guidelines on which bodies are capable of resolving 

claims made within it. The Statute of the International Court of Justice clearly articulates what 

qualifies as sources of IHRL’s doctrine.87 The International Bill of Rights establishes the canon 

of U.N.-based IHRL.88 The International Court of Justice can make decisions about the scope of 

international law that the broader U.N.-based system takes to be binding and apply those 

decisions– often by triggering Beitz-ian justified reasons for international intervention –while 

treaty-mandated committees identify relevant HR and their scope (though admittedly often 

without ‘binding’ states to realize them).89 Doctrinal IHRL accordingly specifies a circumscribed 

number of rights and identifies clear authorities who can resolve disputes in the IHRL system.  

While I discuss further doctrinal difficulties below, ‘core’ doctrinal IHRL practice is 

clear and distinguishes true HR within the logic of the IHRL better than alternatives. Doctrinal 

IHRL distinguishes genuine and purported HR: only rights recognized in legal doctrine are 

genuine HR. It also distinguishes them from responses thereto. HR are the reasons for action 

provided by the system’s rules. We can then evaluate responses by examining whether they 

justly respond to violations of those rules. Something only qualifies as a genuine responsive 

activity if it furthers norms specified by the system. A positive appraisal of a claim for 

enforcement of a HR likely requires that the claim fits with IHRL’s underlying logic and that 

non-compliance justifies responsive action on plausible views of what actors should do when 

doctrinal rules are breached. But these elements speak to distinct phenomena. International legal 

rules determine whether responsive activities are legal responses properly-so-called or mere 

responses to the fact of the law. The system defines its own domain of normative application.  

NGO activities are not truly ‘legal’ responses according to the system’s own rules as 

NGOs are not proper subjects of international law. Their ‘responsive’ actions can remain as 

evidence of the IHRL system’s normativity insofar as they demonstrate that people view the 

system as a source of normative guidance. Yet ‘legal’ responses are those made within the IHRL 

system. Political scientists may view non-legal activities as responsive to international HR. The 

idea that IHRL can pressure persons to perform certain actions when not ‘bound’ by the ‘law’ is 

non-mysterious. But international HR law’s primary purpose is not to create such pressure 
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beyond its self-defined boundaries. NGOs’ actions are only HR-related responses to pre-existing 

legal facts. The way that all relevant actions jointly highlight the IHRL system’s purported and 

apparent normativity without equating HR and responses thereto negates the need to recognize 

all responsive activities as HR practices to explain IHRL’s (at least apparent) normativity. 

The doctrinal list of rights specified in international rules is more circumscribed than the 

list provided in accounts that include all possible actions made in the name of international HR 

as relevant practices, but this is appropriate. Once more, calling something a HR does not 

provide it with a normative valence and providing all actions taken in the name of HR with a 

normative valence will produce a contradictory set of claims that fails to fulfill the action-

guiding role expected of any normative system, closed or otherwise. Again, many responsive 

activities make contradictory claims on actors; several do not fulfill any plausible normative or 

semantic understanding of ‘rights.’90 IHRL plausibly circumscribes the number of HR. 

While a circumscribed number of rights without plausible normative grounding cannot 

secure PAs’ benefits, doctrinal accounts also explain the purported and apparent normativity of 

IHRL and the rights therein. There is broad, if imperfect, contractualist agreement on basic IHRL 

doctrine. Actors agree on at least core cases of what qualifies as a reason-giving ‘right’ within 

the system and on who can resolve conflicts. While actors disagree on whether decisionmakers’ 

conclusions should or do bind them outside the system, most grant that the system can make 

claims on them and that doctrine specifies those claims.91 Some simply hold that there are all-

things-considered reasons that they are not bound to comply with all of the system’s decisions 

even where failure to comply makes them culpable qua system member. Rights within the IHRL 

system can be pluralistically justified if they do not contradict other HR or the IHRL system’s 

underlying norms. But their normativity need not rely on external justifications. Doctrinal rights 

claims are normative within the confines of a contractually-defined IHRL system because they 

provide reasons according to its norms. This need not justify all recognized international rights, 

but it explains the purported and even apparent normativity of many doctrinal IHRL claims 

(while offering contractualist tools for accounts of IHRL’s actual normativity one might use). 

A doctrinal approach, then, can explain the purported and apparent normativity of IHRL 

and the rights therein without making all HR claims normative. It can also explain why the 

system purports to provide a form of legal normativity without making controversial claims 

about whether international law is ‘law’ properly-so-called. ‘International human rights’ need not 
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describe Hartian ‘laws’ to serve normative functions within a system.92 They can be 

independently(/pluralistically) justified elements of a justified set of normative practices absent 

mirroring rules in moral philosophy and strict formal ‘legality.’ If IHRL is a closed system with 

its own set of rules, one can analyze choices within it and the system itself in light of its internal 

morality regardless of whether the system is truly ‘legal.’93 The way in which IHRL purports to 

give reasons in the form of HR and people act as if HR actually provide those reasons then 

justifies viewing that system as normative in a relevant respect. Yet the manner in which it 

purports to provide reasons also explains why it claims to provide a legal normativity.94  

IHRL has some secondary law-like, if not properly ‘legal,’ rules for identifying HR. 

Decisionmakers identified by those rules serve judge-like roles. The result is a body of doctrine 

that purports to provide legal reasons. While minimal enforcement of IHRL raises questions 

about whether its system provides real ‘laws,’ the way in which IHRL operates as a closed 

normative order claims to be a legal method and at least approximates operations in recognized 

‘legal’ systems. The creation and authority of doctrinal rules is central to this practice. These 

rules are taken to provide normative standards in a law-like manner. This account accordingly 

cannot be faulted for ignoring the ‘international legal’ character of international ‘rights,’95 even 

as it makes no strong claims about whether IHRL is ‘real law.’ A doctrinal view explains IHRL’s 

law-like nature and claim to legal status and normativity. Its ability to do so without making 

strong claims about whether IHRL is law-properly-so-called should favour it.  

Empirical data on IHRL practices present challenges for doctrinal views but merely 

require nuancing doctrinalism. The most forceful challenges stem from aforementioned concerns 

about whether IHRL is a distinct ‘practice.’ Positive law does not interpret itself.96 Whether and 

when international bodies like the International Court of Justice can legitimately constrain action 

is a live issue.97 Even those bodies do not uniquely interpret international rules. Treaty bodies are 

also relevant. They give domestic actors options for how to respond to their decisions, suggesting 

that even the U.N.-based IHRL system does not view itself as wholly distinct from other 

domains.98 Not attending to regional or domestic interpreters then appears ad hoc.99 Yet they 

commonly deviate from international ‘rules’ and even create procedures for resolving difficulties 

that do not perfectly fit international standards.100 One may accordingly (and I think fairly) 

question whether there is an international legal practice distinct from other legal orders. 
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These concerns raise challenging questions, including ‘Is IHRL distinct and normative?,’ 

‘Is it justifiable?’ and ‘How does it relate to other systems?’ Abstracting from implementation 

issues places me on a par with Beitz, so these criticisms apply equally to classic PAs.101 Yet 

whether and when IHRL provides enough guidance on its rules to provide distinct normative 

reasons remains puzzling. So do questions about whether and when people view themselves as 

having to and do actually respond to those rules. I can and should at least sketch responses. 

Concerns about whether IHRL is a distinct normative system are less forceful on the 

standard doctrinal position that the VCLT applies to U.N.-based law.102 The VCLT provides a 

common, contractual standard under which all parties thereto accept interpretive constraints.103 

The ICJ and treaty bodies understand themselves as subject to those constraints and largely act 

within them.104 While many worry that the VCLT does not provide a single interpretive rule 

appropriate for and used in all relevant contexts,105 this does not undermine IHRL’s ability to 

provide a standard set of internationally-recognized decisions. Treaty bodies taking different 

approaches also does not undermine IHRL’s ‘systematic’ nature where existing treaty body 

decision-making fits under the VCLT’s rules.106 Their decisions are considered authoritative, if 

not formally ‘binding,’ within the IHRL system,107 and ICJ and treaty body decisions fill gaps in 

written texts, clarifying international legal reasons for action that are distinct from other reasons. 

Differences in interpretation across international, regional, and domestic ‘HR’ contexts 

could, in turn, simply evidence the systems’ severability. Which system best furthers relevant 

values is debatable, but doctrinalism is not committed to IHRL providing the best normative 

standards and severing systems provides for the subjects necessary for comparison and external 

debate.108 One may, of course, still worry about who gets to decide whether any legal system is 

internally consistent and about what to do when those who interpret legal rules make mistakes. 

But these problems apply to any legal system. On a doctrinal view, international legal documents 

specify rights and the ICJ and treaty bodies have been empowered to interpret them. External 

actors can look at new laws and new interpretative decisions to see if they are consistent with 

each other and with the system’s own internal norms. There may not always be formal 

mechanisms for resolving any inconsistencies that arise, but this problem too occurs in domestic 

contexts. Constitutional decisions at odds with constitutional norms are non-imaginary.109 

Concerns that IHRL “becomes a legal ‘practice’ via its domestication by domestic 

authorities” also do not fully undermine doctrinalism.110 The stronger version of this critique, 
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suggested by Zysset, holds that the IHRL does not end at the international level on IHRL’s own 

terms.111 Zysset demonstrates that IHRL contains mechanisms whereby international decisions 

do not require strict compliance but only require that domestic actors respond in some way, 

leaving many details up to domestic actors themselves. States largely get to decide on how they 

follow up on international compliance. If this is so, one might argue that IHRL is not a genuinely 

‘closed’ normative order even by own doctrinal lights. Where regional and domestic actors also 

do a lot of interpretive work in deciding how international rules apply, Zysset is also likely right 

to suggest that “the practice” of HR “cannot be grasped without paying attention to the broader 

relationship that states entertain with international law.”112 Variance in regional and domestic 

interpretation could then cut against any claims about a single international legal doctrine.  

This challenge too does not make IHRL anything less than a closed normative order. 

Doctrine still tells states to what they must respond when and there are international standards 

against which we can compare regional and domestic responses and evaluate whether they are 

genuinely responsive per recognized legal norms. Zysset notes that “the legal duty” trigger by 

treaty body decisions “is not to comply with the decision but to examine and respond to it 

through distinctively legal procedures”113 But this is a ‘binding’ duty of a kind. People at least 

see themselves as having received reasons for action in such cases. While some international 

standards are vague or imperfectly implemented, there is still a distinct international normative 

order with a legal form still at least approximates a ‘practice’ and creates a list of standards that 

can serve the functions intended for ‘practices’ within extant PAs. Moreover, international 

decisionmakers may not always bind all parties and possess broad “juridical authority”,114 but 

such bindingness may not be required where their decisions are normative in the present sense.115 

Bindingness speaks to decisions’ broader legitimacy, not basic normativity.116  

While one may still worry that international interpretations are externally illegitimate, 

that too would not undermine the argument at hand. Zysset is not alone in highlighting domestic 

authorities’ international importance. Seyla Benhabib also highlights the apparent need to 

contextualize IHRL via domestic authorities.117 Samantha Besson likewise argues that 

international HR can only be interpreted “in a context” and only domestic contexts are 

appropriate as contexts are always “political.”118 Yet the apparent need for domestic 

contextualization is established by appealing to accounts of legitimacy that rely on substantive 

moral considerations one need not adopt. Domestic interpretation may be unnecessary for an 
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international practice or system to exist. Indeed, where HR treaties are meant to constrain 

domestic actors, leaving implementation and interpretation up to states risks giving up on the 

point of such treaties.119 Zysset notwithstanding, many arguments for primary domestic authority 

rely on substantive norms to which PA proponents and doctrinal authors need not subscribe. For 

instance, Benhabib is primarily interested in strengthening popular sovereignty in the face of 

globalization and with promoting “communicative freedom.”120 These morally loaded ends need 

not uniquely justify IHRL. Moreover, her goal of ensuring that domestic actors can use HR terms 

to create new claims, change, etc. need not entail that they should exclusively specify HR.121 It 

merely highlights the many ways to realize HR and that other non-rights-based concerns matter.  

While HR cannot be justified by their role in an illegitimate system, Benhabib and 

Besson’s claims that only domestic authorities can provide legitimate interpretations given moral 

pluralism and the need to translate universal norms into domestic contexts are likely too strong. 

Contractualist decisions to provide legitimacy to international actors who meet basic standards 

for just decisions to which all persons could agree could be legitimate.122 If existing bodies fail to 

meet these standards now, they still could do so. For instance, Zysset and Antoinette Scherz 

argue that IHRL interpretation must attend to competing underlying individual and collective 

values to provide legitimate decisions and adopting a proportionality requirement can “generate 

legitimacy” by providing a mechanism for resolving tensions between the values; the VCLT is 

potentially broad enough to permit this requirement, which interpreters should adopt.123 One can 

debate the details of their account, but it makes IHRL’s necessary illegitimacy non-obvious and 

IHRL’s normativity need not rely on its legitimacy given our account of normativity anyway.124  

Doctrinal approaches, then, secure most of PAs’ purported benefits. While empirical data 

require further nuances, the doctrinally-determined IHRL system is a closed normative order 

with clear rules on what qualifies as a HR and who can resolve conflicting claims within it. Its 

closure limits the number of possible claims in a non-ad hoc manner and secures an authority for 

resolving problem cases, distinguishing HR and responses thereto from imposters. The purported 

and apparent normativity of the system and its rights is explicable without reference to moral 

standards for what should qualify as HR or how IHRL furthers moral analogues. Rights 

recognized by the IHRL system plausibly ground claims on others in a manner connected to 

historical uses of rights language. Actors at least view themselves as subjects of claims.  
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Understanding IHRL as a closed normative order also secures a means of assessing 

decisions within it. While IHRL too can be criticized for recognizing too many HR or providing 

normative cover to questionable actions taken in their name, this opportunity for internal critique 

blunts those concerns. On a doctrinal view, one can look to the limited set of rights to evaluate 

IHRL-related claims and ask, ‘Is the claim consistent with the account of HR in relevant 

laws?’125 Non-doctrinal practices are even less developed, so their standards for evaluation are at 

best incomplete. We need another viewpoint from which we can judge the claims. When we 

focus on doctrine, the range of interpretations is limited by purportedly legal practices. 

Assessment questions can apply to existing HR to determine whether the system erred and to 

new claims to determine whether a right should be recognized. They can also apply to 

‘enforcement’ measures to determine whether responses to HR fulfill broader systemic norms. 

Recall ‘rights’ to health, water, and a paid vacation. Legal rights to health and a paid 

vacation exist absent moral analogues. The right to health’s contours are specified in various 

IHRL sources. It guarantees a minimum core of goods necessary to meet a minimum and 

progressive steps taken to ensure that persons can enjoy the “highest attainable” standard of 

health.126 At least its healthcare-related components are clear: it guarantees essential medicines, 

vaccinations, basic infant and maternal care, and primary healthcare, procedural justice in other 

healthcare-related decisions, and institutions necessary to secure the other parts.127 This is a 

circumscribed right one can imagine states having a duty to fulfill. Recognizing it is consistent 

with IHRL’s basic commitment to dignity given the listed healthcare goods’ import.128 While 

advocates claim rights to other healthcare goods (and broader social determinants of health 

necessary to achieve the higher standard), we can and should distinguish claimed entitlements 

from those clearly recognized in law. The dignitarian internal morality undergirding the 

recognized entitlements likely justifies further healthcare entitlements. It certainly justifies some 

other health-related entitlements. But simply advocating for something as a HR or appealing to 

the moral necessity of broader ‘rights’ cannot make it a HR here. IHRL can be justified while 

recognizing narrower rights. Yet one can use its internal morality to evaluate state action or 

advocate for change. States fail to fulfill HR when they do not conform to IHRL doctrine.  

The same internal morality can also be used to evaluate more controversial existing 

rights, like the right to a paid vacation, and rights with only nascent doctrinal recognition, like 

the right to water. It is, for instance, difficult to see how dignity requires paid vacations or how 
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any principle one can use to explain why the IHRL register is justified must recognize a right to a 

paid vacation on pain of justificatory inconsistency, let alone contradiction.129 Concerns about 

that right thus continue to operate in my framework. Claims for fulfillment of a ‘right’ to water 

can be evaluated in terms of whether recognition thereof is at least helpful for realizing one of 

IHRL’s central ends. The question is ‘Can one specify a circumscribed right to water that states 

can be expected to fulfill that is justified by the same concerns as other rights in the IHRL system 

or the IHRL system’s own justification?’ The ‘right’ is not a genuine international right absent 

doctrinal recognition, the existence of which remains debatable, but water entitlements can 

become genuine HRs in my framework and we can judge claims to the ‘right’ and the IHRL 

system’s responses thereto by answering the preceding question. Advocacy by right to water 

advocates is thus non-dispositive of whether the right exists, but tools for internal critique of 

IHRL law can be used to warrant recognition absent a moral right to water.130 

This approach implies that advocates for LGBTIQ+ rights prior to doctrinal recognition 

thereof were not defending international HR. Yet any attendant unpleasantness is more semantic 

than substantive, and alternatives do not provide better results. Even if such advocates were not 

furthering international HR prior to international recognition, they were doing important work 

that furthered moral rights and can be described as non-legal responses to non-discrimination 

norms for IHRL reform purposes.131 That description secures many of the benefits of recognizing 

their work as HR work even if we do not view them as engaging in legal responsive activities. 

There is little substantive loss here, especially where the advocates secured doctrinal reform and 

used IHRL’s internal morality as a tool to do so. Not being able to describe their work as 

‘furthering international human rights’ is only a loss where ‘international human rights’ is an 

unqualified good and advocacy is less good if it does not further same. Those posits are 

implausible, particularly where they seem to foreclose avenues for critiquing IHRL.132 The lack 

of clear guidance on what qualifies as ‘human rights’ work in the alternative frameworks and 

possible admission of religious advocacy contrary to LGBTIQ+ norms as equally authoritative 

on what qualifies as a right in those frameworks may produce the same result anyway.133 Where 

alternatives have the additional problems above, any bullet here appears worth biting. 

 A doctrinal account of practice thus provides means for identifying a plausible class of 

HR and evaluating rights claims, the systems meant to guarantee them, and actions meant to 

promote them absent necessary appeals to moral rights outside the system. Such doctrinal 
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understandings of international HR practice need not preclude morally ‘neutral,’ ‘good,’ and 

‘bad’ cases of HR. We can evaluate claims according to internal norms. Doctrinalism offers 

better prospects for securing PAs’ purported benefits than alternatives. Its ability to do so 

without relying on controversial claims about what ‘practices’ are justified according to external 

‘moral’ norms helps it retain PA’s key commitments. It also avoids controversial claims about 

the nature of law that raise other problems. Plausible PAs should thus use doctrine alone to 

identify HR. Whether something qualifies as a HR practice in a responsive sense relies on prior 

findings about the ‘practice’ of doctrinally ‘legal’ activities that exclusively identify same. 

Doctrinal IHRL constitutes a unique (at least apparently) normative phenomenon. On my 

proposal, HR claims within the IHRL system can still be justified by their role in that system. A 

doctrinal approach thus plausibly remains practical.134 Yet not all practices claiming to respond 

to IHRL norms qualify as HR on this approach, so some responses do not have the normative 

valence associated with HR and otherwise morally neutral cases thereof (viz., cases where HR 

are at least initially justified only within the legal realm) remain possible. The doctrinal approach 

to practice also clearly separates the stages of HR analysis without wholly disconnecting them. 

Doctrine identifies HR but doctrinal actors may not exhaust means of implementing it. We can 

then evaluate attempts to implement HR in light of a doctrinal understanding of what the relevant 

standards for successful implementation are and thereby see how the lack of good enforcement 

mechanisms within the IHRL does not undermine its ability to set normative standards.135 

 Debates about what qualifies as ‘doctrine’ in IHRL will continue, but related concerns are 

largely marginal. The contours of the IHRL’s doctrinal sources (viz., international conventions, 

customary international law, general principles of law, and subsidiary sources “such as judicial 

decisions and teachings of the most highly qualified publicists”) are also contested.136 There is, 

for instance, wide debate about how to treat ‘soft law’ documents, like authoritative but 

technically non-binding ‘General Comments’ by human rights committees, in international 

law.137 Ongoing discussion of ‘comparative international law’ suggests that states view and 

implement international law in different ways, undermining claims that there is widespread 

agreement on the nature of relevant commitments (and motivating some concerns above).138  

Yet there likely is sufficient agreement as to IHRL’s basic features of IHRL to identify a 

workable understanding of what the ‘doctrinal’ view is supposed to be; we now know how we 

should address it and how we can use it to judge other accounts. Treaties, judicial decisions, and 
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customary international law clearly qualify as doctrine.139 These alone provide insights into the 

reasons IHRL purports to give to actors within the IHRL system. The International Bill of Rights 

clearly specifies a core set of international rights and decades of work developed workable (if 

sometimes controversial) understandings of what those rights entail as a doctrinal matter without 

raising serious questions about whether such basics are proper doctrine.140 The existence and 

basic features of international HR to healthcare, housing, and education, for just three morally 

controversial examples, is clear at IHRL despite concerns about purported moral analogues.141 

Core cases of doctrine can then help resolve controversies. For instance, General Comments 

being products of ‘treaty bodies’ suggests that they have a greater claim to doctrinal status than 

the work of academics with no formal role in the system.142 Yet any doctrinal authority they have 

remains subsidiary and General Comments cannot create new rules on their own.143  

Borderline cases of ‘IHRL’ alone cannot undermine the force of my earlier arguments for 

doctrinal accounts. Indeed, the motivating questions arise even on broader views of practice that 

include positive international HR as one component. Related concerns accordingly apply equally 

to all extant PAs and are most likely problems with PAs as such. A doctrinal account of practice 

remains the most plausible specification on offer given its provision of clear rules that can be 

used to resolve the fiercest ongoing debates about IHRL’s content. IHRL remains a distinct 

normative system on a plausible understanding of that view, regardless of whether it is a 

‘practice’ in Beitz, Buchanan, et al.’s sense. It can thus serve the intended functions of 

‘practices’ in PAs. IHRL doctrine purports to provide legal reasons to actors who respond as if 

they are subject to those reasons. While one may argue that those ‘reasons’ are sociological, 

rather than genuinely normative,144 the ‘legal normativity’ at issue at least articulates a system of 

actions that we can subject to normative scrutiny to evaluate IHRL and rights within it. 

A Lingering Recognition Problem? 

One may still worry that the preceding fails to provide a sufficiently clear rule of 

recognition that does not depend on strong theoretical commitments concerning the nature of 

law. Once one adopts empirical realities as a guidepost to the identification of legal norms, the 

charge that there is no unique phenomenon that all societies view as ‘law’ arises. Appealing to 

one set of actions as genuinely ‘legal’ then appears ad hoc. Views on what qualifies as ‘human 

rights’ are likewise multifarious (as Beitz and Buchanan make clear), providing reason to 

question why one should prioritize the doctrinal understanding over alternatives. Perhaps PAs’ 
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commitment to explaining actual sociological practices cannot uniquely pick out rights 

recognized by the IHRL system as ‘human rights’ without begging questions of what practices 

are important. The commitment to sociological explanation inherent in PAs leaves them unable 

to reify any particular form of recognition as uniquely ‘legal’ or hierarchically superior. This 

could make attempts to exclude NGO activities, for instance, from HR activities ad hoc or 

normatively loaded in ways that threaten to beg questions about what practices matter. While 

some other principle could identify ‘human rights,’ appealing to that principle would again 

threaten PAs’ central commitment to empirical realities as basic theoretical grounding. 

 Happily, the description of how IHRL operates like a closed normative order with its own 

rules above likely suffices to blunt the force of this worry. The preceding may not identify a clear 

principle for determining what should qualify as ‘practice,’ but this should be expected on any 

quasi-Hartian empirical-based view. Appealing to doctrinal decisions does not reify doctrine on 

its own but simply uses the rules of the system as appropriate guidance for what qualifies as 

normative within that system. Using that system as a guide does not, in turn, assume that the 

system is uniquely ‘legal’ or that its outputs alone are normatively important. While I above 

found that the IHRL system shares features of domestic legal systems, this finding did not follow 

from strong theoretical commitments about what should qualify as ‘law’ or a ‘legal system.’ 

Likewise, while I found that the system’s doctrinal rules best fulfill the desiderata of a good 

account of ‘practice’ capable of fulfilling its intended role in a PA, I did not assume that doctrine 

alone was important. My desiderata for a good PA may be ‘theoretically-loaded’ but they fall 

directly out of PA. I am trying to identify the best specification of (or at least largely-friendly 

alternative to) a PA. Adopting those desiderata accordingly does not beg questions. 

  Concerns that picking out the IHRL system as the relevant source of practice is itself ad 

hoc and there is no unique set of ‘IHRL practices’ that can account for the diversity of actions 

that serve functions within different normative systems are more challenging but the underlying 

issue is not unique to IHRL. It is not only the case, as argued above, that it is less difficult to 

identify a rule of recognition for IHRL than many claim. It is also the case that it is more difficult 

to identify one for many domestic laws. As Victor Muñiz-Fraticelli demonstrates, Hartian 

empirical approaches to identifying ‘law’ in the domestic case support a ‘pluralist’ account of 

law.145 ‘State law’ with the features common to nation-states like Germany, the U.S.A., Israel, 

etc. simply does not account for all the phenomena recognized as law as a matter of fact, serving 
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the function(s) of law identified by Hart, and doing so in a manner with the primary and 

secondary rules that are supposed to pick out ‘state law’ as the unique exemplar of ‘law properly-

so-called.’146 Transnational legal studies identifies numerous examples supporting Muñiz-

Fraticelli’s theoretical claim.147 Concerns that selecting ‘the IHRL system’ as my topic of interest 

accordingly apply equally to selecting ‘state law’ as the topic of domestic legal inquiry.148 

Any problem here apparently applies to classic domestic legal studies so any objection 

proving that my approach is problematic likely proves too much. Yet focusing on state law and 

the IHRL system alike is justifiable even if other normative orders serve similar functions. 

Beyond the prevalence of these examples, the scope of their purported and apparent normativity 

warrants closer scrutiny.149 If, in turn, one remains convinced that domestic legal systems have 

clear rules of recognition that avoid the problems in the last few paragraphs, the way in which 

the IHRL system uses similar rules to identify ‘human rights’ suggests closer affinities between 

domestic and international ‘law’ than is often supposed. This parallel at least likely suffices to 

justify doctrinal approaches to particular normative orders and, by extension, this inquiry.   

Conclusion 

 Unlike alternatives, doctrinal accounts of practice can identify a plausibly circumspect 

and normative set of international HR, explain the purported and apparent normativity of many 

such rights, and yet criticize actions within the system without appealing to external 

considerations. IHRL’s doctrine constitutes a unique set of rules that actors in the system view as 

normative. The system’s purported and apparent normativity aids identification of an internal 

morality one can use to judge new claims and actions purportedly taken according to HR norms.  

PA proponents should thus accept what IHRL views as doctrine as constitutive of 

‘practice’ for the purposes of identifying rights within the system. This will best secure PAs’ 

potential benefits by ensuring the IHRL system’s status as a closed normative order and ability to 

non-arbitrarily distinguish HR and explain their apparent normativity. Interestingly, IHRL’s 

operation as a closed normative order shares affinities with the way in which domestic legal 

systems identify ‘laws’ on the Hartian model in which recognition of ‘law’ is a joint 

sociological-theoretical enterprise. While what qualifies as ‘law’ is not my primary focus here, 

this also queries Hartian arguments that international ‘law’ is never law properly-so-called.150  

 
1 The meaning of ‘normativity’ is contestable. Yet the Routledge Encyclopedia of Philosophy entry and most 

textbooks agree that one form demands certain acts. Leading accounts of IHRL’s normativity suggest that it 
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provides ‘reasons for action’; Charles R Beitz, The Idea of Human Rights (Oxford: OUP, 2009); Joseph Raz, 

“Human Rights Without Foundations” in Samantha Besson & John Tasioulas, eds, The Philosophy of International 

Law (Oxford: OUP, 2010) 321. ‘Reasons’ language helps clarify IHRL’s purported ‘normativity,’ but little turns on 

my own use of reasons language, which other PAs omit. On action-guidingness, see also Cristián Rettig, “The 

Claimability Condition: Rights as Action-Guiding Standards” (2020) 51(2) Journal of Social Philosophy 322. 
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International Law) ((2002) 90(8) Cal LR 1823) or power differences (Martti Koskenniemi, “Human Rights 

Mainstreaming as a Strategy for Institutional Power” (2010) 6(1) Humanity 47). The normativity is simply not moral 
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IHRL actor even there. Recent shocks to the international legal system do not change this much. Many (e.g., 

attempts to leave international criminal law, trade, or global/transnational public health agreements) can be read as 

states leaving the relevant domain, not challenging whether it provides them with reasons qua actors within it. 
3 E.g., Beitz, note 1; Raz, note 1; Samantha Besson, “The Law in Human Rights Theory” (2013) 7(1) Journal for 

Human Rights 120; Allen Buchanan, The Heart of Human Rights (Oxford: OUP, 2013); Cristina Lafont, Global 

Governance and Human Rights (Assen: Royal Van Gorcum, 2012); Patrick Macklem, The Sovereignty of Human 

Rights (Oxford: OUP, 2015); Jonathan Wolff, The Human Right to Health (New York: WW Norton, 2012). Henry 

Shue, Basic Rights: Subsistence, Affluence, and U.S. Foreign Policy, 2d ed (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1996) 

provides a proto-practical account that predates any ‘practical turn.’ 
4 The descriptions in this paragraph draw on the sources in ibid and collections focused on the relationship between 

practical and non-practical approaches to human rights, like Rowan Cruft, S Matthew Liao & Massimo Renzo, eds, 

Philosophical Foundations of Human Rights (Oxford: OUP, 2015); Reidar Maliks & Johan Karlsson Schaffer, eds, 

Moral and Political Conceptions of Human Rights: Implications for Theory and Practice (Cambridge: CUP, 2017); 

and Adam Etinson, ed, Human Rights: Moral or Political? (Oxford: OUP, 2018). 
5 See note 1 on ‘reasons’ language. The point here is that IHRL at least purports to make demands on its members 

and can thus be understood as normative and the validity of this normativity need not rely on moral rights.  
6 Famous orthodox positions include James Nickel, Making Sense of Human Rights, 2d ed (Berkeley: U California 

P, 2007) and James Griffin, On Human Rights (Oxford: OUP, 2008). 
7 E.g., Charles Fried, “Positive Rights” in Right and Wrong (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1978) 108. 
8 Debates between natural law theorists and positivists are orthogonal to my aims for reasons below. 
9 Beitz, note 1 at xii. 
10 Allen Buchanan & Gopal Sreenivasan, “Taking International Legality Seriously” in Etinson, note 4, 211 is the 

clearest example, but Buchanan appears to go beyond legal doctrine alone in other works. 
11 Beitz, note 1 admits non-doctrinal practices for this reason. 
12 Ibid.; Buchanan, note 3 begin with positive legal practices but then expand their accounts of practice. See also 

Macklem, note 3. Even these scholars do not defend the positivist methods they employ. 
13 Compare Buchanan & Sreenivasan, note 10. 
14 For ‘internal morality’ language, see Macklem, note 3. I detail arguments for these claims below. 
15 Whether there is a legal or political normativity distinct from the moral one remains contested. This debate is not 

confined to the natural law-positive law dichotomy. See Jonathan Leader Maynard & Alex Worsnip, “Is There a 

Distinctively Political Normativity?” (2018) 128 Ethics 756. The way in which the IHRL system operates as if it has 

a unique normativity suffices even absent uniquely ‘legal’ or ‘political’ normativity. This also avoids the charge that 

my view relies on an implausible view of ‘law.’ HLA Hart, The Concept of Law, 2d ed (Oxford: OUP, 1961/1974) c 

10 is often taken to be a canonical version of the view that international law is not positive law, though the precise 

nature of Hart’s account there is the subject of decades of debate. I grant that international and domestic systems 

differ in important ways and may not be directly analogous. This does not undermine the sense in which the 

international system purports to provide reasons for actions for actors within it and could be understood as having 

been viewed as doing so by actors within it. That chapter is often understood as also arguing that international law 
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lacks a ‘rule of recognition’ necessary in legal systems. Yet this system operates as a normative order even if it does 

not create ‘law’ analogous to municipal law. See the final substantive section of this work for more on this issue. 
16 On areas that provide ‘standard-relative’ norms that do not contribute to all-things-considered judgments, see 

Susanne Mantel, “Do Epistemic Reasons Bear on the Ought Simpliciter” (2019) 29 Philosophical Issues 214 at 217 

(also noting that their existence is accepted by many notable philosophers, including John Broome), though she 

adopts a more radical view on differences between ‘norms.’ See note 1 on the meaning of normativity and related 

issues. The conditions in Hart, ibid may be conditions for distinguishing law from other normative orders, like 

religion and morality. If so, there can be an IHRL doctrine-based normative order without an international legal 

system. Discussions of law as a ‘modal kind’ in Hart’s debates with Lon Fuller and Ronald Dworkin are relevant 

here; e.g., John Gardner, “The Supposed Formality of the Rule of Law” in Law as Leap of Faith: Essays on Law in 

General (Oxford: OUP, 2014) 195. (Gardner elsewhere distinguishes legal doctrine (or “artefacts”) from legal 

“practice” (“The Legality of Law” (2004) 7(2) Ratio Juris 168). This may be appropriate for full accounts of law 

simpliciter. Yet doctrine purports to provide normative guidance for action and so constitutes the source of 

normative guidance in the system.) 
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18 This Bill includes Universal Declaration of Human Rights, UN Doc A/810, (1948) [UDHR]; International 

Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, 16 December 1966, 993 UNTS 3, art 12 [ICESCR]; and 

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 16 December 1966, 999 UNTS 171. Other laws are below. 
19 I thank an excellent peer review for this point. 
20 Ibid. 
21 Beitz, note 1 at 40. See also Alain Zysset, “Charles Beitz’ Idea of Human Rights and the Limits of Law” (2020) 

CRISPP OnlineFirst 2020 at 2. Buchanan and Sreenivasan, note 10 present a genuinely legal approach. Nuances in 

notes 10, 12 complicate this concern but do not fully address it. 
22 This fits the move towards legal normativity in e.g., Buchanan and Sreenivasan, ibid, but raises attendant 

challenges discussed in note 15. I address further challenges regarding the existence of a genuine ‘system’ below. 
23 Beitz, Buchanan, et al. note this much. I cite further support below. But for helpful overviews of these empirical 

issues, see entries in Anthea Roberts et al., Comparative International Law (Oxford: OUP, 2018); Daniel Moeckli et 

al., The Human Rights Covenants at 50: Their Past, Present, and Future (Oxford: OUP, 2018). 
24 Compare Alain Zysset’s The ECHR and Human Rights Theory: Reconciling the Moral and Political Conceptions 
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Besson, “The Erga Omnes Effect of Judgments of the European Court of Human Rights – What’s in a Name?” in 

Samantha Besson, ed, The European Protocol of Rights After Protocol 14 (Zurich: Sculthess, 2011) 125 at 128 notes 

that E.U. law is formally international law but also has a constitutional character absent from many international 

legal documents. The larger article highlights challenges for doctrinal approaches discussed below. 
25 Cf. e.g., Julio César Montero, “Human Rights, International Human Rights, and Sovereign Political Authority: A 

Draft Model for Understanding Contemporary Human Rights” (2014) 7(4) Ethics & Global Politics 143. 
26 Başak Çalı et al., “Comparative Regional Human Rights Regimes: Defining a Research Agenda” (2018) 16(1) 

ICON 128 
27 I again thank a reviewer for this point. 
28 Besson, note 24. I follow George Letsas, “Strasbourg’s Interpretive Ethics: Lessons for the International Lawyer” 

(2010) 21(3) Euro JIL 509 at 512; Richard Gardiner, Treaty Interpretation, 2d ed (Oxford: OUP 2015) at 13ff; 

Daniel Moeckli, “Interpretation of the ICESCR: Between Morality and State Consent” in Moeckli et al., note 23, 48 

at 52ff in seeing it as applying to all international treaties, including international HR treaties. 
29 Beitz, note 1. 
30 Ibid at 13. 
31 Ibid at 68. 
32 Ibid at 8. 
33 Ibid at vii. 
34 E.g., Buchanan, note 3; Macklem, note 3. 
35 Buchanan, ibid. 
36 Beitz, note 1, in a view shared by other practical theorists in note 3, including Buchanan, ibid. 
37 Beitz, ibid. Recall also Samantha Besson, “Human Rights qua Normative Practice: Sui Generis or Legal?” (2010) 

1(1) Transnational Legal Theory 127, a contemporaneous review of Beitz focused partly on our issue. 
38 Beitz, note 1 at 99. 
39 Ibid at 99-100. 
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41 Ibid at 128. 
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dignity but defends one of its legal roles, see Christopher McCrudden, “Human Dignity and Judicial Interpretation 
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53 Ibid. 
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the right to a paid vacation in UDHR, note 18, see Jeff King, Judging Social Rights (Cambridge: CUP, 2012) at 
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56 Macklem, note 3. 
57 Note 54. 
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